VueSim™ Fully Reconfigurable Smart Display

- Renders high quality, user-defined 2-D graphics
- Reads a variety of data sources, including feeds from popular commercial flight simulators
  - Ethernet, ARINC 429, ARINC 664 (AFDX), CAN, Modbus
- Engineered to render high definition graphics for an ultra-realistic simulator
- Modular design facilitates modification/expansion
- Available in several sizes from 6.5"
- Sunlight readable options
- NVIS options (night vision goggle compatibility)
- Extended color gamut available

About General Digital

General Digital has over 40 years of experience in developing specialized display systems and software for aviation, commercial, and military use. We also have over 20 years of performing verification/validation and testing service for avionics and safety-critical software. This combined experience led to our expertise in flat panel display technology and human-machine interfaces. Therefore, it was a natural progression for General Digital to enter the field of simulation displays. Our discipline make us qualified to provide the full spectrum of service—from design software to display hardware.
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